
The creative way to
make your next event
UNFORGETTABLE!!!



OUR GOALS
Turning Knox Rental is the
culmination of a passion for

making events unforgettable and a
desire to do so with exceptional

professionalism. We specialize in
fun and interactive products that
will make your special day unique.
Our decades of customer service
experience will provide you with

those special touches that create a
stress free event and a lifetime of

memories! 
 



PRODUCT
OVERVIEW 
Our new and fun 360 photo booths

are a creative and unique way to
astound your guests and take your
event to the next level. A camera
revolves around event attendees,
filming a 360- degree multi paced

full motion movie. Users may
instantly see their videos when

they are streamed to an email and
social media sharing station. The
dedicated on-site attendant aids
users in the safe and optimal use

of the 360 photo booth rental
machine, as well as sharing the

finished product.
 
 
 

360 Photo Booth 

360 Video Booth (holds up to 4 people) 
Unlimited HD Multi-Paced Slow Motion Video Captures 
Custom Logo Overlay 
Choice of Themed Video Background Music for Each Event 
Professional LED Video Lights 
Fun & Entertaining Props
iPad Sharing Station 
Setup & Breakdown

Service includes:



PRODUCT
OVERVIEW 

Our selfie stations for
rent are the perfect

way to commemorate
events and crank up

the fun for any party!
Capture photos and

boomerangs with just
a click of a button! 

 
 

Selfie Station

Selfie Station photo machine 
Setup & Breakdown
Email Sharing 
Text Sharing 
Social Media Sharing 
Online Photo Gallery
Custom Overlays Available

Service includes:



PRODUCT
OVERVIEW 

There’s nothing quite like watching
a movie together, whether it’s with
friends or friendly faces from your
community. The cinema has been

one of the most popular attractions
since its inception. We love to

watch incredible stories lit up on
the silver screen. From backyard

barbecues to events with hundreds
of guests, we’ve got the perfect

sized inflatable movie screen rental
to suit your needs. So, no matter

what type of event you have
planned, our movie theater

experience will provide you with
everything you need to for a perfect
and stress free event – from setup

to breakdown. 
 

Movie Theatre Experience 

Projector (with wifi connection
available upon request) 
Choice of Frame Mounted
Screen or Inflatable Screen 
Projector Stand 
Sound System

Service includes: 



Our durable and good looking,
commercial grade Popcorn
Popper will bring smiles to
your party guests, or put
money in your pocket for
your next fundraiser! Rent a
popcorn popper today to give
your party the extra pop it
needs. The bright red top of
this machine makes it an eye
catcher for any guest. The
smell of fresh popped popcorn
is a crowd favorite.
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POPCORN
MACHINE

Create fun and cool treats
for your guests! Our rental
snow cone machine has a
stainless steel dome and
motor cover and a heavy
duty aluminum welded
cabinet to protect from

wear and tear. This snow
cone machine features 2

blade shaver head, as well
as an included drain pan

and cone dispenser.

SNOW
CONE

MACHINE



Rent a nacho cheese dispenser
to give your next party or
event a unique twist! Fits a
large can of nacho cheese
(available at foodservice
stores, wholesale retailers, and
online) and warms up to your
desired temperature. Our
nacho cheese dispenser for
rent is the perfect addition to
your event. Having this special
treat available to your guests
will make a memorable
experience for everyone.
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NACHO
MACHINE

 

Our hot dog roller machines will
make the chef’s job easier and

make food prep for the masses a
breeze at your next event. Our
machines rotate hot dogs and
sausages to grilled perfection

making it easier for you to enjoy
the party. All you have to do is
plug the hot dog machine in, let
it warm up, and let the grilling
begin! Once the grill is hot, it

only takes about 20- 30 minutes
from the refrigerated state to

hot and tasty dogs.

HOT DOG
MACHINE

 



Your guests can unabashedly
sing their hearts out at your
next event. Our karaoke
machines connect to your
devices to provide hours of
fun entertainment for your
party goers. Turn up the fund
at your next event! Your
guests will enjoy singing the
night away with our karaoke
machine! The karaoke
machine for rent has an
attached USB port, tablet
mount, fun LED lights, and a
disco ball. Can also be used as
a PA system. 
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KARAOKE
MACHINE

 

Fill it with specialty fog
liquid (available online)
and this device emits a

dense vapor that appears
similar to fog or smoke.
Wow your guests and
give your event that

dramatic special effect
that will take it to the

next level! 

FOG
MACHINE
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SPIN
WHEELS

RAFFLE
WHEEL

MARGARTIAVILLE
MACHINE
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CORN HOLE

TWISTER
UTLIMATE

MARGARTIAVILLE
MACHINEGIANT

SORRY

GAME BUNDLE 

Pick 4 to complete your bundle. 



MARGARTIAVILLE
MACHINE
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LIFESIZE
CONNECT 4

BINGO

SACK
RACES

GAME BUNDLE 

Pick 4 to complete your bundle. 



MARGARTIAVILLE
MACHINE
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OUTDOOR
CHECKERS

HORSESHOES

GOLF
PONG

GAME BUNDLE 

Pick 4 to complete your bundle. 



MARGARTIAVILLE
MACHINE
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GIANT
JENGA 

PICTIONARY

GIANT
 UNO

GAME BUNDLE 

Pick 4 to complete your bundle. 



Our super quiet, gasoline powered
inverter generators provide clean
energy, free of voltage spikes and
drops. Power up these generators at
and plug into 2350 watts for your next
outdoor event, camping trip, hunting
trip, or tailgate. You can even use it for
backup household power. Rent a
generator on gasoline today.
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GENERATOR



CLIENT
REVIEW

We thoroughly enjoyed working with Turning Knox Rentals!
Their selfie station was the icing on the cake for our Christmas

Party and we look forward to working with them again.

I highly recommend Turning Knox Rentals! Very easy to work
with. Delivery and set up was very timely and efficient! The

selfie station was a big hit!

Thank you to Turning Knox Rental for Turning Up our Holiday
Party. The Selfie Station was a hit and everyone enjoyed it. A+

on booking, service, communication, and support.

ASPEN TITLE AND ESCROW

ASHEVILLE HIGHWAY ANIMAL
HOSPITAL, LLC

 

LIFE VISION SOLUTIONS

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100063746584553&__cft__[0]=AZUxHMkE9aR7YpED9Dhf-puzhVeE50spvqe3PxDkxZ9dYCz5awDZkdZawTGJbelk0wTd0wkKAjTVdAU9VNsfSccq0NK0I9QS3yo1_o3HHq3hIKgi7ZGYS6bmo79xuXzDdWLxGqKZwVFwq6KGVZnV7rY5&__tn__=-]C%2CP-R


turningknoxrental@gmail.com

WE LOOK FORWARD TO
WORKING WITH YOU!  

CONTACT US :
865-659-6860

www.turningknoxrental.com

Turning Knox Rental


